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Taking Learning Outside 

Eastern Shores School Board PDIG  

2021-22 

 

Project Description: 

The participants involved in the Taking Learning Outside (TLO) project met four times over the 2021-22 

school year, as planned. They first met on Wednesday, September 15, from 8:30-3:00pm. After 

introductions and an ice breaker, the consultant (Pameal Gibson) from Learning for a Sustainable Future 

(LSF), launched into the topics of the day: an introduction to the United Nations’ Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs); the future Schools Framework; place-based learning; tying in the curriculum; 

inquiry-based learning; and getting started. In the afternoon, teachers worked collaboratively on 

creating outdoor learning experiences for their students.  

The next meeting, Wednesday, November 17th, started with teachers sharing the outdoor learning 

experiences they had with their students during the Autumn months. This sharing was rich with valuable 

ideas and engaging learning. Pamela provided feedback. Then she went on to talk about cold weather 

learning and community partners. Again, in the afternoon, teachers worked collaboratively to create 

educational experiences for their students, with coaching from Pamela. 

This rhythm of sharing, instruction, and collaboration with coaching continued for our February meeting. 

Pamela addressed the following topics: Spring, Math and Art, and concluding with Sustainability. Once 

again in the afternoon, Pamela provided coaching while teachers worked collaboratively.  

Our last meeting, April 13th, started with the sharing of experiences one last time. Pamela encouraged 

participants to consider becoming Sustainable Futures Schools, a whole school approach that utilizes the 

UN Sustainable Development Goals as a context to address teaching and learning, partnerships, facilities 

and operations, and decision-making in Canadian schools (LSF website). The rest of the morning was 

spent producing a resource which will be shared amongst the ESSB community.  

LSF’s Pamela Gibson is a very knowledgeable and experienced consultant. We learned a great deal from 

her and the work of LSF.  She provided plenty of resource material. With this introduction to sustainable 

learning, perhaps schools will sign up to become Sustainable Futures Schools. Meetings throughout the 

year, during the different seasons, allowed educators to apply recently acquired knowledge in the 

appropriate season and permitted LSF to follow up on training. One challenge was meeting on-line all 

day: very draining and far removed from outdoor learning. Covid was a challenge as one school was not 

able to participate in the last session because the teacher could not find a supply.  Lastly, our springs on 

the Gaspe come late, so having a spring experience with the students before our meeting April 13th was 

challenging as well, especially this year with winter lingering on until mid-April. 

 

 

Goals 
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The project goals were: 1. Students are engaged in learning that is wholistic and authentic, rooted in the 

land. 2. Educators have acquired the skills, knowledge and confidence needed to teach outside. 3. 

Outcomes from this experience are shared within the school community and the Eastern Shores School 

Board in general.  

Student Engagement 

Student engagement was very high. At New Richmond High School (NRHS) the teachers focused on a 

group of students in a modified-learning class. Experiential, outside learning really suited their learning 

style. Many of them are Indigenous students and identified with the medicine walk in the fall. In the 

winter, they visited the Bio Parc which houses and displays animals native to the Gaspesie. The students 

were very interested and engaged with the naturalist who gave them the tour of the facility. And in the 

spring, the students snowshoed through a heritage village. They voiced how much they enjoyed 

snowshoeing, an activity they hadn’t done since they were very young.   

Metis Beach School (MBS) has had a long tradition of taking learning outside and is situated in an ideal 

location with the St Laurence River nearby, mountains a short drive away, and forests in the backyard. 

Students here love learning outside. One student expressed the following: You are a great teacher, you 

know how to teach things in a different way, out of the classroom. 

The following teacher and CDA quotes speak to the level of engagement: 

Outdoor learning provided the students with the opportunity to explore their interests.  It increased 

student engagement by allowing them to make discoveries on their own.  Most activities ended with 

more questions to be answered, which were inspired by their ‘need to know’! NCHS 

Our students benefited from the opportunity to look at the outdoor world through a different lens. They 

made observations about their surroundings which helped to make their environment more relatable. 

For instance, one student compared old man’s beard (the moss hanging on trees) to “Sponge Bob”. NRHS 

Another observation that we made was that being outdoors increased the students’ leadership skills. The 

original lesson plan often took a different direction based on the students’ interests. They felt involved.  

NRHS 

Students are more engaged with learning when they are involved, touching, feeling and living 

experiences outside of a textbook and away from their desks. MBS 

Teacher Empowerment 

Teachers proved that they have the skills and confidence to take learning outside by looking at the 

experiences they provided for their students.  

Metis Beach School: 

•  Autumn: Insect Hotel 

• Winter: Tracking Animals 

New Carlisle High School (NCHS): 

• Autumn: Observing Tiny Habitat, Scavenger Hunt, Orienteering and making solar ovens 
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• Winter: Snowflake project, snowshoeing and outdoor survival 

New Richmond High School: 

• Medicine Walk 

• BioParc visit and snowshoeing at Duthie's Point 

Teachers progressed from offering introductory, one-subject activities to more complex projects, with 

cross-curricular extensions, and community involvement. For example, NRHS progressed from a 

medicine walk with ELA and science connections; to a heritage village exploration which targeted both 

physical activity and ELA; to a BioParc visit with connections to science, coding, and incorporating the 

SDGs.  NCHS went from offering a simple square foot activity to a more integrated snowflake project 

inspired by an ELA reading, Snowflake Bentley, with extensions to science, physical education, art and 

math. 

Resource Tool 

The teachers and CDAs created a google slide presentation with photos and links to share with the ESSB 

community. See attached to this final report. 

 

Outcomes: 

LSF consultant, Pamela Gibson, focused on the UN SDGs throughout the project. Each professional 

development session Pamela spoke of and emphasized the importance of linking learning to the SDGs. 

As you will see in the presentation, NRHS made the SDG link in their winter experiences. 

As mentioned above, teachers evolved from offering “lessons” to offering “projects” in the outdoors 

including community partners and extending across curriculum subjects, making learning hands on, 

relevant and authentic.  

Mental health is an issue with growing concern for our youth, especially during the covid crisis. Taking 

learning outside helped with students’ anxiety, as observed at MBS:  

For some of the students the idea of working outside was stressful for them as it took them out of their 

comfort zones. However, all of them admitted that once they overcame their fears of the unknown, they 

enjoyed the experience and hoped for future opportunities to take learning outside. 

Being in nature, planting seeds, making bee watering stations and houses helps to lower students’ stress 

and anxiety levels and has had a positive impact on team building and their cooperative skills. MBS 

 

Reinvestment 

The teachers and CDAs created a google slide presentation with photos, descriptions of activities and 

links to digital files. This will be shared at an Eastern Shores Management Committee meeting with all 

the principals in the fall of 2022. Principals will be encouraged to consider becoming a Sustainable 

Futures School to receive coaching from LSF in taking learning outside. 



Taking Learning Outside

MBS, NCHS, NRHS PDIG 2021-22 with 
Learning for a Sustainable Future



Background 
In our school board community, as in many across Quebec, there is an increased interest in taking learning outside. it was during an Educational 
Services Professional Development session of 2021 when one of the break out rooms was devoted to outdoor learning, that the idea of bringing 
teachers together to share ideas and learn new approaches was conceived. We know there is a disconnect between youth and  nature. We know anxiety 
is on the rise amongst our youth especially due to covid. We know that we are in the midst of a climate crisis. We know that students need authentic 
learning experiences to succeed and grow. All this inspired the PDIG project, Taking Learning Outside.



OverView
Teachers and CDAs (community development agents) met seasonally for three professional development sessions with a 
consultant from  LSF (Learning for a Sustainable Future). Each season, educators took part in an all-day session; the first 
half of the day, teachers received training in taking the learning outside. The second half of the day, teachers collaborated 
in creating learning experiences for their students, which they carried out in each season.  At the end of the project, 
educators met to create a sharing product: digital files and this visual presentation, to share outcomes. 



Learning for a Sustainable Future
LSF is a Canadian charity that has been working for 30 years to integrate sustainability education into Canada’s school system. Their goal is to work 
together with educators, youth, parents, governments, business, and community members, to integrate the concepts and principles of sustainable 
development in education, thus empowering children to change the world.



Goals of the Project
1. Educators will acquire the skills, knowledge 

and confidence needed to teach outside.
2. Students are engaged in learning that is 

wholistic and authentic, rooted in nature.
3. Outcomes from this experience are shared 

with each school’s  community and beyond.

Funding provided by LCEEQ, Professional 
Development and innovation Grant



Metis Beach School



Autumn Experience: Insect Hotel
Grade 5 and 6 maintained an insect hotel and observed the 
various insects who made it their home.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gSo-Sg97FHtzh2ES3LCIX1_yFULuZjre


Searching for insect hotel materials



Winter Experience: Animal Tracking
Learning in class about animal tracks and then going onto 
the land with snowshoes to find and identify animal tracks 
in the local area.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/19RNKOOpt535JEZJJ26LWM9nE46LaGi8S/edit


HAre tracks and a bonfire for roasting hotdogs and marshmallows



Plaster of paris prints using mosaic



New Carlisle High 
School



Looking at a Tiny Habitat
Our introductory activity was 

having students choose a small

area of the school yard to 

observe.In 

a quadrant square 

they drew what they 

saw - plant life and 

insects.



Looking at a Tiny Habitat



Autumn Activity - A Forest Scavenger Hunt
Grade 3-5 went to local trails

with a list of leaves 

they might see in the forest.

With a partner they made a 

checklist of their finds and

observations.



A Forest Scavenger Hunt



Solar Ovens
Students cooked Smores

in miniature solar ovens

While completing the

Scavenger hunt.

https://www.education.com/science-fair/article/design-solar-
cooker/



Orienteering 
Baie Des Chaleurs Actifs et en Santé (BDCAS) organized an 
outdoor event introducing the students to 

compasses and orienteering. 



All about snowflakes!
Inspired by the curiosity of the students after reading Snowflake 
Bentley, we ventured outside to explore the magical characteristics of 
snowflakes.  Students studied the uniqueness of snowflakes by 
examining them closely using magnifying glasses and taking 
photographs.  After studying the different snowflakes, students 
attempted to capture the ‘real thing’ based on the information they 
learned regarding how snowflake-type is influenced by temperature.  
Students categorized each snowflake and then created their own 
snowflakes using marshmallows and skewers/toothpicks. 

https://snowflakebentley.com/



Learning About Snow



Snowflakes



Snowflakes



Snowshoeing in Gym Class



Outdoor Survival 
An activity presented by CASA

allowed the students to explore 

the techniques involved in 

making a fire and building

a shelter. 



New Richmond 
High School



Medicine walk - Gesgapegiag qc
Survival! The students in Pathways (WOTP/modified sec 
1-2)were reading the novel Hatchet by G. Paulsen, 
their curiosity peaked when the young boy who crashed 
in a plane had to learn how to survive on his own in 
the Canadian wilderness.  In order to feed their 
curiosity the students from Pathways participated in 
a medicine walk with Ms. Darlene Jerome in 
Gesgapegiag.  During our medicine walk the students 
learned about plants that are safe to consume, which 
medicinal plants can be used as first aid and which 
trees produce sap that can help with lighting a fire.  
The animator shared First Nations stories, legends 
and songs with the students throughout the medicine 
walk as well. Students returned to school with their 
medicines and worked on a nature journal that 
captured their adventures and knowledge they received 
from MS. Darlene Jerome.  

Student comment: “I felt like she was talking to me, 
I was so interested in what she was teaching us.”

Funding provided by mesure 15061 - 
Sensibilisation aux réalités autochtones



Bioparc - bonaventure qc  - Winter 2022
During the unit on Hatchet students from 
Pathways were learning about animals that Brian, 
the main character, came into contact with while 
he was surviving in the Canadian Wilderness.   
Building on this idea, we planned an outing to 
the Bioparc in Bonaventure where students were 
able to see similar animals that Brian came into 
contact with throughout the novel such as a 
moose, wolves and coyotes, bear (however the 
bear was hibernating) and turtles.  The students 
were able to see the animals in their native 
habitat and were able to learn about how they 
adapt to the Canadian seasons.  

Student involvement: one particular student was 
very intrigued by the animals’ adaptations.  He 
stayed in close proximity to the animator 
engaging in conversation.  At one point we 
observed an Arctic fox that was spinning around.  
The student became intrigued by this behavior 
and asked the animator if the fox was sick as it 
did not seem like it could rest and follow the 
rest of the foxes that were sharing the same 
habitat.  

Funding provided by mesure 15186 - 
Sorties scolaire en milieu culturel



Animal Adaptations
- In Cycle I science, there is a focus on 

Ecology (what is a species, habitats, 
niche, evolution and adaptations)

- Students were able to observe local 
fauna in their ‘winter coats’

- Our naturalist at the Bioparc de la 
Gaspesie was engaging and informative 
(Ms.Stephanie Bentz)

- Students came back full of stories and 
memories 

Arctic fox (blue) Snowy Owl

Grey Wolves 
(born in captivity) 



Student Digital Presentations

We did a preview 
activity of searching 
existing scratch 
projects about animal 
adaptations.

After visiting the 
Bioparc, students 
presented their favorite 
animal.  Students edited 
photos they had taken 
and animated their 
‘sprites’ to tell their 
story. The seals were a favorite with students.



Scratch Project 
on Seal 
Adaptations 
-using an edited 
photo taken by 
the student
-full of facts 
gathered from 
our naturalist
-Shared project 
link
https://scratch
.mit.edu/projec
ts/675524677

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/675524677
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/675524677
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/675524677


Engagement Blurbs…
“Tell future students to see the seals, the 
super calm moose named Lorenzo”
“I remember the Arctic Fox that was 
spinning in circles the most.”  (with a balance 
issue, the fox wouldn’t survive in the wild) 
“When doing our reviews for evaluations, 
every student shared their learning moments 
from the Bioparc…2 months after the 
activity was done. Mission achieved!” Lorenzo

Hands-on snake handling

A little rest after our winter 
walkabout



Subject: ELA and Science Grade: WOTP/
gr 7

Dates: January 16, 2022
Taking learning outside/Bioparc

Physical Adaptation, Behavioural Adaptation
Habitat, Climate

How do animals adapt to the changing seasons?, Why was the Bioparc created?
What education does a person need to work at the bioparc? 
How to present the adaptations on an animal using Scratch (coding) 

UN SDGs
#14 -  Life under water
#15 -  Life on land

- Students will learn about wild animals and their physical and behavioural adaptations.
- Students will observe the animals in their winter habitats / winter adaptations
-Students will ask pertinent questions about adaptations, why the bioparc was created and what 
education is required to work at the bioparc.

Bussing, Appropropriate winter gear, Cameras, Scratch Accounts
Worlds 1 Workbook p.103-109
Bioparc, Education Coordinator - Stephanie Bentz 418-534-1997 x102
$$$ “Sorties scolaires culturelles, Mesure #15186, used February 10 2022)



Duthie’s point, new richmond qc



Duthie’s Point
Our Taking Learning Outside activity at Duthie’s 
Point was part of art and physical education class.  
In art class students learned about using their cell 
phones to their advantage when taking pictures.  The 
goal of the photography lesson was to create an 
infographic about the historical houses at Duthie’s 
Point using the photos that they took while on the 
snowshoeing activity. Students were required to 
participate in this photo excursion on snowshoe 
which became part of their physical education class.  
For most students present this was their first time 
snowshoeing.  Some even expressed that they forgot 
how much fun it was to snowshoe since they had not 
gone since they were about 6 years old.  

Students were evaluated on their participation in 
this particular class and on their infographic for 
their creativity, and use of their cameras in 
different setting modes.   



Outcomes: Increased student Well-being and Engagement
Outdoor learning provided the students with the opportunity to explore their 
interests.  It increased student engagement by allowing them to make 
discoveries on their own.  Most activities ended with more questions to be 
answered, which were inspired by their ‘need to know’! NCHS

Our students benefited from the opportunity to look at the outdoor world 
through a different lens. They made observations about their surroundings 
which helped to make their environment more relatable. For instance, one 
student compared old man’s beard (the moss hanging on trees) to “Sponge Bob”. 

Another observation that we made was that being outdoors increased the 
students’ leadership skills. The original lesson plan often took a different 
direction based on the students’ interests. They felt involved.  NRHS



LSF: three seasonal presentations
1. Getting started and Inquiry: 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1D465YoKPgo4EHeGs-kLSUI
ESir3abCjSNeSUXPXSng4/edit#slide=id.geb146b82b2_73_137

2. Cold Weather Learning and Community Partners: 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1L3gbMZgwlTMtj-jzcxBa7t
2J2YCD98qohzbp1c2YNPs/edit

3. Spring, Math/Art Outside and Sustainability: 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17US2yNjwlO9WQeTvqNSsc_
08M4WG03XFLngwewE2kmU/edit#slide=id.g10f5a0d6776_0_1549

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1D465YoKPgo4EHeGs-kLSUIESir3abCjSNeSUXPXSng4/edit#slide=id.geb146b82b2_73_137
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1D465YoKPgo4EHeGs-kLSUIESir3abCjSNeSUXPXSng4/edit#slide=id.geb146b82b2_73_137
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1L3gbMZgwlTMtj-jzcxBa7t2J2YCD98qohzbp1c2YNPs/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1L3gbMZgwlTMtj-jzcxBa7t2J2YCD98qohzbp1c2YNPs/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17US2yNjwlO9WQeTvqNSsc_08M4WG03XFLngwewE2kmU/edit#slide=id.g10f5a0d6776_0_1549
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17US2yNjwlO9WQeTvqNSsc_08M4WG03XFLngwewE2kmU/edit#slide=id.g10f5a0d6776_0_1549


Become a sustainable Futures School

Learning for a Sustainable Future (LSF), with support 
from 3M Canada, has launched the Sustainable Future 
School (SFS) initiative. SFS is a whole school approach 
that utilizes the UN Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) as a context to address teaching and learning, 
partnerships, facilities and operations, and 
decision-making in Canadian schools.


